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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

It took the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 108 days to review all the data PAzer/BioNTech

submitted in order to gain FDA approval for its Comirnaty COVID shot, which was licensed August

3, 2021.

Considering the agency claims there are 329,000 pages of data, the fact that they were able to read,

analyze and draw conclusions about its safety and effectiveness in just 108 days — about 80,000

pages a month — is no small miracle. They must employ some very eRcient speed readers.

And that is why the FDA’s claim that it now needs half a century to review the documents before

they can release them to the public doesn’t seem very credible. Even Reuters has expressed shock,

and its former CEO is on the board of PAzer.

Expedited FOIA Request for Comirnaty Data

In September 2021, a group called Public Health and Medical Professionals for Transparency

(PHMPT) Aled a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request with the FDA to obtain the

documentation used to approve Comirnaty.

This includes safety and effectiveness data, adverse reaction reports and lists of active and

inactive ingredients. Approximately 400 additional FOIA requests by other individuals for all or part

of this information have also been Aled.

In their FOIA application, the PHMPT asked the agency to expedite release of the documents — a

reasonable request, considering we have no raw data and the shots are being pushed on children

as young as 5.

FOIA guidelines include two conditions upon which a request may be expedited. One is “if the lack

of expedited treatment could reasonably be expected to pose a threat to someone’s life or physical

safety,” which one could easily argue is the case here.

The second condition is “if there is an urgency to inform the public about an actual or alleged

federal government activity, if made by a person who is primarily engaged in disseminating

information.” This too is clearly applicable.

“During a time when COVID-19 vaccine mandates are being implemented over the objection

of those that have questions about the data and information supporting the safety and

eBcacy of the PDzer Vaccine, and individuals with these questions are being expelled from

employment, school, transportation, and the military, the public has an urgent and

immediate need to have access to this data,” the PHMPT said in its request.

FDA Now Wants 55 Years to Release COVID Jab Data

When, after a month, the FDA still had not responded to the FOIA request, the PHMPT sued.  The

FDA is now asking a federal judge to allow them to delay the full release of all documents until

2076 — 55 years from now.

According to the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) attorney who represents the FDA in this case,

the agency will be able to “provide more pages to more requesters” if allowed to stick to a rolling

schedule of 500 pages per month, “thus avoiding a system where a few large requests monopolize

Anite processing resources.”

They claim they only have 10 employees assigned to FOIA releases, and before material can be

released, an FDA oRcial has to go through them and redact any information that might reveal

personal information about clinical trial participants and any conAdential business or trade secret

information.

The 1967 FOIA law requires federal agencies to respond to FOIAs within 20 days unless “unusual

circumstances” exist that prevent a timely release. Circumstances that might warrant an extended

release schedule include:

Instances where response records must be searched for and collected from an entity other

than the oRce processing the request

Situations involving “voluminous” amounts of records that must be compiled, and

Instances requiring consultation with another federal agency that has a substantial interest in

the information

The DOJ attorney points out that the court has allowed for a 500-page maximum per month release

schedule in other cases, and should allow the FDA the same leeway here.

“ While it can conduct that intense review of
Pfizer’s documents in 108 days, it now asks for over
20,000 days to make these documents available to
the public. ~ Aaron Siri, attorney for PHPMT”

Plaintiffs, on the other hand, argue the agency should be able to release everything by early March

2022, noting the FDA employs 18,000 people and has an annual budget of $6 billion. Between 2008

and 2017, the agency processed 114,938 FOIA requests, of which it granted 72.4%, either fully or

partially.

Of those, 39.8% were designated as “complex,” and 81.5% of these complex FOIA requests were

granted in 61 days or more. Considering these historical statistics, a backlog of 400 FOIA requests

doesn’t appear excessively burdensome.

FDA’s Foot-Dragging Is Suspicious

Then there’s the sticky issue that it has already proven its capacity for rapid review. Aaron Siri of the

law Arm Siri & Glimstad wrote in the PHMPT’s court Aling:

“This 108-day period is the same amount of time it took the FDA to review the responsive

documents for the far more intricate task of licensing PDzer's COVID-19 vaccine ...

It took the FDA precisely 108 days from when PDzer started producing the records for

licensure to when the FDA licensed the PDzer vaccine. Taking the FDA at its word, it

conducted an intense, robust, thorough, and complete review and analysis of those

documents in order to assure that the PDzer vaccine was safe and effective for licensure.

While it can conduct that intense review of PDzer’s documents in 108 days, it now asks for

over 20,000 days to make these documents available to the public ...

The entire purpose of the FOIA is to assure government transparency. It is diBcult to

imagine a greater need for transparency than immediate disclosure of the documents

relied upon by the FDA to license a product that is now being mandated to over 100 million

Americans under penalty of losing their careers, their income, their military service status,

and far worse.”

Shocking Revelations in First Batch of FOIA Docs

Two months after the lawsuit against it was Aled, the FDA released a batch of 91 pages,  and if this

batch is any indication, it’s not surprising that the FDA wants to slow-walk the release of the rest. In

a November 21, 2021, substack article, Kyle Becker cites directly from the released documents:

“’It is estimated that approximately [REDACTED] doses of BNT162b2 were shipped

worldwide from the receipt of the Drst temporary authorization for emergency supply on 01

December 2020 through 28 February 2021,’ the document states. ‘Cumulatively, through 28

February 2021, there was a total of 42,086 case reports (25,379 medically conDrmed and

16,707 non-medically conDrmed) containing 158,893 events ...

Most cases (34,762) were received from United States (13,739), United Kingdom (13,404)

Italy (2,578), Germany (1913), France (1506), Portugal (866).’ Below is a General Overview

of the reported outcomes to the Adverse Events:

reported outcomes to the adverse events

The chart lists 1,223 fatal outcomes in the Relevant Cases. Interestingly, the age range with

the most relevant cases was 31-50 years old, which is not the age group considered to be

at high risk from COVID-19.”

It’s worth noting that by redacting the speciAed number of doses shipped, it becomes more diRcult

to assess the potential ratio of injury. Still, even without that, 42,086 reports of injury, including

1,223 fatalities, are a signiAcant signal in and of itself, especially when you consider that the 1976

swine ku vaccine was pulled after 25 deaths.

Glaring Disregard for Life

It’s even more disturbing when you consider that those 42,086 reports were received by PAzer in

just the Arst 2.5 months of the shot being rolled out. PAzer even acknowledges the abnormal rate

of injuries, but then sweeps it aside as being of no consequence. As noted by Siri, in a November

19, 2021 substack article, in which he discusses this Arst batch of documents:

“PDzer explains, on page 6, that ‘Due to the large numbers of spontaneous adverse event

reports received for the product, [PDzer] has prioritized the processing of serious cases…’

PDzer ‘has also taken a [sic] multiple actions to help alleviate the large increase of adverse

event reports’ including ‘increasing the number of data entry and case processing

colleagues’ and ‘has onboarded approximately [REDACTED] additional fulltime employees

(FTEs).’

Query why it is proprietary to share how many people PDzer had to hire to track all of the

adverse events being reported shortly after launching its product ...

But no cause for alarm since PDzer explains to the FDA: ‘The Dndings of these signal

detection analyses are consistent with the known safety proDle of the vaccine.’ So, if they

knew these issues were going to arise, then why didn’t they appear to have enough staff to

process this expected volume of reports?

The grand conclusion by PDzer to the FDA: ‘The data do not reveal any novel safety

concerns or risks requiring label changes and support a favorable beneDt risk proDle of to

the BNT162b2 vaccine.’ Nothing to see here.”

Clearly, there’s plenty to be seen in the hundreds of thousands of documents PAzer/BioNTech

submitted to the FDA. The fact that the FDA is stonewalling and wants 55 years to redact them

before they’re At for public view is telling in and of itself.

You don’t need a fanciful imagination to comprehend what they might be hiding. It almost seems

they want to make sure the responsible parties are all dead by the time the full data set is out in the

open and people can be held to account for their decisions. Let’s hope the judge is more interested

in public health than protecting the FDA’s dirty secrets.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,296 ratings

ORDER NOW
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BIDEN COVID VACCINE MANDATES SUFFER TWO MORE LEGAL SETBACKS A federal judge in Louisiana on Tuesday issued a preliminary

injunction halting President Biden’s national vaccine mandate for healthcare workers nationwide, and separately, a U.S. district judge in

Kentucky issued a preliminary injunction blocking Biden’s mandate for federal contractors in three states.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-covid-vaccine-mandates-legal..  (12/01/21)
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Thank you for this Gui - this is very encouraging.  But isn't this funny? “There is no question that mandating a vaccine to 10.3

million healthcare workers is something that should be done by Congress, not a government agency,” Doughty wrote in the

decision. “It is not clear that even an act of Congress mandating a vaccine would be constitutional.”  ..congress - the same group

that said, "My body, my choice," against Biden.   I chose the wrong career  (haha)...
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Gui, 55 years? Maybe the rest of the JFK Ales will be released with them? Hint, don't hold your breath. Classic Fraudci directive,

bury, deny, dekect, misdirect & pump out phony positive for what he wants make-believe data. Having seen the vid clip of his

arrogance declaring when you attack me [Fauci,] you are attacking science, I am science, it was stunning to read in Kennedy's book

in the chapters on the whole HIV/AIDS disaster where when he was cornered over some three decades ago using those nearly

exactly same words. This suggests he is feeling cornered again, feeling the heat, & this is when the pressure on him cannot be let

up. This is when this dangerous man is the most dangerous.

Kennedy shows step by step how Fraudci a supreme opportunist took over by lining up the many factions to accomplish shutting

down actual real science, captured and controlled nearly every level of institutions in our country to toe his dictates with no

questions allowed. Kennedy shows just why it is so hard to have real, actual, honest healthcare, and why it has been impossible to

remove him & clean up the dirty system he has created. If & when Fraudci is removed from a position of authority, and he should, it

will be a monumental task to clean up the debris & corruption. Just a fact of our Modern World, to prevent corruption, to remove it

or heal from it requires Constant Vigilance.
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EXTRA EXTRA READ ALL ABOUT IT!! BIG PHARMA, THE FDA ARE *NOT* IMMUNE FROM LAWSUITS IN CERTAIN

CIRCUMSTANCES! childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/meryl-nass-disciplinary-action-lic..  Dr Meryl Nass wrote a very strong

letter about the crackdown on physicians who do nothing more than speak the truth about vaccine adverse events and deaths,

quoting the government's own statistics! She stated that the law does NOT grant immunity to BigPharma wherever they are

knowingly doing harm or killing people! With more than 900,000 adverse events including deaths, according to the Children's

Health Defense's quote of VAERS statistics, and where the CDC admits that only 1% of adverse events/ deaths are reported, then

they ARE QUITE KNOWINGLY INFLICTING HARM AND MURDERING PEOPLE! And wherever they say "there is just no clear

connection to the vaccine" they are KNOWINGLY DODGING THEIR LEGAL AND MORAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE HARM AND

DEATHS THEY ARE KNOWINGLY CAUSING! HOLD THEM **FIRMLY** TO IT!

Ahhhhh, so that brings up the "question" (It is not a question at all) whether or not the Courts are acting improperly, and the FDA

ditto, in dragging their feet for such long and drawn out time periods to reveal data about harm from these alleged "vaccines"

which really are dangerous genetic modiAcation shots.

HOLD THE COURTS RESPONSIBLE! HOLD BIG PHARMA RESPONSIBLE! HOLD THE FDA RESPONSIBLE!

TIME FOR CLASS ACTION LAWSUITS AHOY! MANY OF THEM, LEFT AND RIGHT! GOT CHANGE, GOT HOPE? THEN SUE LIKE HELL!

AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME?

Oh I forgot, yeah the courts are corrupt. Don't sue, don't talk, gag and be silent. NO!!!

FACT: People don't like to be sued. Imagine that? Win or lose in court, you still have slapped them on the wrist. Further,  you might

win!  What about the Monsanto case and the domino effect thereafter? Class action lawsuits are powerful! GO GO! NOW!
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Joe Biden and Anthony Fauci are longtime Deep State members with such progressive roots that they end up entangled with the

Chinese Communist Party. Biden and Fauci, are guilty of leadership mandates that are causing much suffering, deaths and a great

economic and social crisis, they are corrupt politicians who will not be able to defend or promote the interests of Americans and

must be replaced by serious and honest. politicians who defend the constitution and lead the United States to a true democracy

where freedom and the right of people to defend health prevail.

CDC data reveals that COVID injection no longer works against existing variants of the virus for many people, so it is no

exaggeration to imagine that mRNA injections will not work. against Omicron. In return we have a gene therapy, including the

booster vaccine, they will continue to cause serious damage. The McCullough Report, Dr. McCullough interviewed Dr. Bruce

Patterson. Dr. Patternson discovered that the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, which has been shown to be harmful and inkammatory in

its own right, can exist in the body for up to 15 months after a serious infection.

And the fact that COVID mRNA injections signal the human body to produce a very similar version of this spike protein, which can

also begin to accumulate in tissues throughout the body, is extremely concerning, according to Dr. McCullough. “As the viral

pandemic ebbs,” he says in a description of his podcast episode, “we can expect to learn and hear more about how the COVID-19

vaccines, which are now administered by mandate and in some countries by force, grow in strength as the leading public health

threat and, instead of preventing disease, become signiAcant determinants of a whole new class of illnesses leading to disability,

hospitalization, and death." www.naturalhealth365.com/covid-jab-induced-diseases-3461.html  (Nov. 30, 2021)
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How will we know and demonstrate the damage caused by "vaccines" to children and young people if the course of time destroys

their immune system and causing serious pathologies? "Vaccines" against children is a crime against humanity: Ten red kags in

the fda's risk-beneAt analysis of pAzer's eua application to inject american children 5 to 11 with its MRNm product

tobyrogers.substack.com/p/ten-red-kags-in-the-fdas-risk-beneAt  (Oct 25, 2021) Now that PAzer's vaccine for children is available

in the United States, and other countries will approve its administration, more organizations are beginning to question the need to

inject these genetic weapons into children and young people. According to unconArmed reports published by investigative

journalist Steve Kirsch, neonatal intensive care units throughout the country are Alling up with newborns struggling with heart

problems - newborns who happened to be born to fully vaxxed mothers.

Given this information, the Brownstone Institute argues, “[t] he risk-beneAt discussion for children with these Covid-19 injections is

a very different one than that for adults… this is a completely novel and experimental injection therapy with no medium or long

-term safety data (or even deAnitive effectiveness data). If we move forward with the vaccination of our children without the proper

safety testing, then we will present them with potentially catastrophic risk, including deaths in some. "

www.naturalhealth365.com/brownstone-institute-3462.html  (December 1, 2021)
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Sorry to be latching onto this post, but I've been unable to post anywhere.  There's nowhere at top and the box at bottom saying

'post your comment' doesn't work. It seems everyday there's new news that interrupts our lives and this may be a bit off-topic, but

it's good news so thought I'd post it.  It DOES matter to stick to your convictions when lives are at stake.  So many people (myself

included) are either too afraid of being chastised for our opinion, or just plain rejected and / or laughed at because we have no

authority or say in the matter.  However when reading stories like the following, hopefully it will encourage us to pursue necessary

issues.

I can't locate the story and photo of this man by LifeSiteNews.com when he was Arst lying in bed with the ventilator and that

horrible sore on his cheek which at the time, was a bloody looking mess of infection.  He looked so bad that it appeared he'd been

just beaten by a mob.   It's so good to now see how the IVERMECTIN has helped him, but only after they were forced into supplying

it for him through a court order, and a judge who cared enough to follow through with it.  The hospital fought it all the way. The

man's daughter started the procedure and Anally won.  He looks marvelous and so happy now. What a wonderful ending.

 www.lifesitenews.com/news/covid-patient-left-for-dead-recovers-after-c..
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And Gui - EACH of these law suits are precedent for others. I don't have "Esq." after my name but I believe the legal term is "Poco a

Poco"  - little by little.  Each law suit builds on the  others.  And we have to And the record of those bought and paid for politicians

by their record and get rid of them - hoist them upon their own petard. This murderous rampage of this criminal cabal, must be

smashed into a million pieces and scattered to the winds - as President Kennedy described what he was going to do with another

criminal organization - the CIA.
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If they can say these Brandon mandates are BS (which they are) and not constitutional or enforceable on healthcare workers and

other “select” groups, why not EVERYONE!  It makes no sense (no shock there) but one person is no more human, or important

than any other.   ALL lives matter!
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"How will we know and demonstrate the damage caused by "vaccines" to children and young people if the course of time destroys

their immune system and causing serious pathologies?" Gui, they are using the same corrupt playbook as they are for the damage

gadolinium in MRI contrast agents has been doing.  See no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil.  As long as they don't look, they don't

have to tell.  They are using the "Ignorance is bliss" theory.
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Didn't Germany learn its lesson only 70 years ago?

www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/germany-bars-unvaccinated-from-much-of-pu..
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My battle right now is with myself. As others have noted, it seems nearly impossible to get their vaccinated friends to listen to anything

that represents an alternative point of view. I And myself now capable of looking at people I claim to care about and feeling no sadness

over the thought that they might drop dead from their next booster. This is the same effect that the third reich sought to engender in

people vis a vis the Jews and others on whom they chose to perform experiments. So it would seem that I’ve allowed myself to be mind

controlled, and I need to remedy that. Lack of compassion, even compassion for the enemy, is fodder for Globalist victory. So I must Arst

wage war within my own mind.
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Good-Hands, I made up my mind 25 years ago. There's no reasoning with the brainwashed. I post my biometrics outside my

cubical for the world to see. They continue to treat their doctors like Gods and heed to their advice and they continue to

deteriorate. They get their vaccines, swallow their pills, eat their "Food Pyramid" krapp foods, wear their mask, and social distance

like good little sheeple. I've learned to just just laugh at them and poke fun at them. I remind them regularly: "Insanity is doing the

same thing over and over and expecting different results". I tell everyone NOT to buy into the BS genetic defect label.

Everyone is different, so yeah, genetics are a part of it, but most people you see with health issues isn't due to any defect. There is

no one size Ats all except for our medical system. However, the medical system lumps everyone into a category, stigmatizes, and

treats them with a standard protocol the doctor reads from a text book or the FDA's website. There's no critical thought. Five years

ago I went to "my doctor" (seen him 3 times in 20 years) to request for a fatty-acid-proAle to go along with the standard blood work

and he didn't know what I was talking about. I said, "you know, ALA, DHA, and EPA fatty acids??? It was like a deer staring into the

headlights of a car. He had to go look it up!! So, these people are clueless. They graduate from med school, do their internship, and

get their MD and don't have a clue about anything. It's a total waist of time to see a doctor.
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jamNjim, I can relate. A few years ago I had surgery to repair an aortic aneurysm, and during the process my surgeon noted that I

had absolutely no atherosclerosis. None. But within a month of surgery my regular cardiologist wanted to put me on a statin. When

I told him that I had no atherosclerosis he refused to believe me. He said it wasn't possible given my cholesterol numbers.

Needless to say, he's no longer my cardiologist. At least you're able to laugh at them. I And I no longer feel much of anything for

them.
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Good for you that you have this self awareness, Good Hands.  Like your avatar, Vincent Van Gogh had much internal struggle.  I,

too, have struggled with bitterness and anger with these smug vaccers.  It is in my mind, will and emotions that I CHOOSE to

release them from all offense, real and otherwise.  It brings life to my whole being.  I refuse to let them take residence in my brain.

 It's like we drink the poison and hope that they will die.  They are lost (dead) and they don't know it yet.  I pity them.  "Evil is

powerless if the good are unafraid."  - Ronald Reagan .. Don't let them get to you.
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FDA Wants 55 Years to Release COVID Jab Reaction Data
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

In September 2021, a group called Public Health and Medical Professionals for

Transparency (PHMPT) Aled a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request with the

FDA to obtain the documentation used to approve Comirnaty. When, after a month,

the FDA had not replied, the PHMPT sued

)

It took the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 108 days to “thoroughly and

completely” review the 329,000 pages of data PAzer/BioNTech submitted to gain

FDA approval for its Comirnaty COVID shot, which was licensed August 3, 2021

)

The FDA now claims it needs 55 years to release those same pages to the public (at a rate of 500 pages per month), as each page must be

reviewed and sensitive information redacted

)

The FDA has so far only released 91 pages. These documents show that within the Arst 2.5 months of the PAzer shot’s rollout, PAzer

received 42,086 reports of adverse events, including 1,223 fatalities

)

While PAzer admits it received such a large number of spontaneous adverse event reports that they had to hire a redacted number of

additional full-time personnel to handle the additional data entry, they claim that “The Andings of these signal detection analyses are

consistent with the known safety proAle of the vaccine.” If they expected this volume of injuries, why were they short-staffed — and why

does the FDA think the number of new hires is proprietary information?

)
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Goodhands,  you are a good person taking self responsibility beyond what many people are willing to do, and very honest and

transparent opening it up to us here on the forum. Thank you for your good heart! We appreciate you for it. And please also know

that your discouragement is very understandable. I think many people feel very disheartened and discouraged. Many feel, and in

pure fact are, very much wronged. Yet....

I think we need to be very compassionate with the  people who are brainwashed. They are in fear, some of them nearing on or even

exactly in terror! They have been pounded every Ave minutes by the relentless and merciless media, fear fear and more fear! They

just don't *know* the facts you and I and all of us here on this forum know. And that's okay, not everybody can know everything in

life. If they knew some facts about health and physiology, they might see through what is going on. But they don't know those

things, so they are not equipped to see through the ruse.

Some also don't take an interest in health, And it boring or it may even get uncomfortable with that realm of life. They are not

people who like to think about their body and its health mechanisms. Myself, I And it *fascinating* and I love the science in it! But

not everybody feels that way, some are even grossed out by thinking about it! So what can we do? Understand that not everybody

is cut out of the same cloth, and hold compassion for their fear. Love and compassion are the healers. Be well.

PS Once in fear, denial can be so thick. Please see what I posted to Otis's thread, it *can be* a way to break through, and very

effectively so in my own experience. However, it is not *always* guaranteed and if denial is like a thick lead wall of a cyclatron,

crash as many atoms as you want to against it and the wall will never melt down. It's similar with denial and facts. Just walk away.

Walk around a brick wall, don't bang your head up against it. Work with those who are willing to listen.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is hard to hold two very powerful emotions at once.  It seems you are dominated by righteous anger, a powerful and hard

emotion.  The soft emotion of compassion cannot compete in the moment.  Anger is a great emotion as a catalyst for actions that

need to be backed by a lot of energy.  Maybe just let the emotions arise without judgment, they contain useful information.
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SAMM_O
Joined On 2/12/2021 4:02:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good hands, this is a very good point. We are not wrestling with kesh and blood but spiritual forces. The conclusion for me is, get

my own head and heart in spiritual rightness as you discuss.. whether v or no v the world is experiencing the end of life as we

knew it. What happens next is anyone's guess. However, we have a book that has laid out this evil agenda but also offers hope. I'm

leaning on the solid rock of Jesus Christ in order for my own spiritual growth and to be able to love as He loves (not easy).. v or no

v and share the gospel of salvation.

If hell on earth is half of what we see coming down the pike I certainly don't want to stay and anticipate the rapture. People will

need hope over advice and contrary opinion. They will also need healing. The power thst Jesus from the dead lives in us amd He is

more than able to remove anything from anyone. In the meantime I have seen Andreas Noack on Bitchute (who apparently is now

dead). If what he warns is true..the need for this is more urgent than ever. God doesn't want one of His children to parish and we

are called. God bless and want you all incl Dr. Mercola to know how your insights and information are so valuable to me. Blessed

holidays :)
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you all for your thoughts, quotes, and wisdom.

::: bor, the Reagan quote is apt. I have my own fears -- not afraid of covid, but rather afraid of how the crazy covid culters respond --

so I have to And a way to set that aside in exchange for courage.

::: mirandola, it had not occurred to me that many people actually dislike thinking about matters of health, but of course that makes

a lot of sense. I often And a way forward through creative explanations such as this, so thank you for that thought.

::: sio, you're quite right about the anger. For many months I was able to balance the anger at other people whose inability to see

the truth was perpetuating this scamdemic, with compassion for those same people. But clearly the scales have tipped, and I need

to work more on Anding that balance once again.

::: SAMM_O, spirituality has been a boon for me in all of this. Feeling my connection to all of creation is the one thing that has

helped me to maintain some shred of compassion for those who would ban me from the grocery store for my heathen

unvaccinated ways.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As was written by Thomas Paine as they faced the ordeal that created our country: "THESE are the times that try men’s souls. The

summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink from the service of their country; but he that stands it now,

deserves the love and thanks of man and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have this consolation with us,

that the harder the conkict, the more glorious the triumph........"  And for me,  this is a time where i had to ask myself what my core

values really are - and mine are Empathy, Love and Peace.

We have to be willing to go to the mat now for  what we believe  and who  we  are.   The dark forces of evil want to cause us to hate,

 to divide, and to Aght.    We have to reach out to those who have  been harmed, deep down they are no doubt scared. Robert

(Bobby) F. Kennedy Jr.  goes into detail on two psychological experiments that account for this blind obedience  - they are "The

Milgram experiment, and Stockholm Syndrome.  Finally, if we  think about the movie "The Matrix" for a moment, Morpheus tells

Neo that some  people are so inured,  so "captured"  that they can not be unplugged from the Matrix. They will Aght with all they

have  for another "Blue Pill"  - That which makes  them comfortable  and allows them to stay in the Matrix, and believe anything

that they want to believe.    May God, the  Universe, Krishna (by whatever name)  bless you and give  you strength.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have had the same battle with friends and family.  I resolved it by keeping my heart open, and Anally understanding that we all

have free will.  I do not want to be controlled by anyone.  They have the same right to free will as I do.  I accept them as they are.

 You can only change yourself.  They have made their choices so that is that.  Meanwhile, I keep myself informed.  If anyone asks, I

will relay the information.  I also keep myself informed of how to maintain my personal choices without coercion. And speaking of

free will, you can lead a horse to water but you can't make him drink.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RedRavenSounds, your point about personal values resonates with me. There have been many who have suggested that I must be

willing to Aght and to speak the truth of what I know wherever I go and that anything less is cowardly. While I do see myself as a bit

of a rebel and a warrior for good, it has never been easy for me to stick my head above the parapet, so I often do not. I think part of

the reason has to do with personal values, and I'm coming to realize (and your comment points in this direction as well) that one

can battle for good simply by staying true to one's values. Compassion has, in years past, been a strength of mine, and I know it

will be a useful tool when the jabbed start to awaken to the truth of what they've been led to do to themselves.

Woodcarver, free will is, indeed, at the heart of the matter. I often default to believing that the other side is somehow out of bounds,

but the truth is that there is just as much learning to be found on both sides of the fence. I have led many a horse to water, and the

good news is that I still have plenty of water.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But they aren't even trying to listen.  That's the thing.  The only person who has now changed her mind - was injured.  If she wasn't

injured, where would she be with all this?  I'd love to know.  So yes, and then you have Saline injections - so who even knows when

the boom will come down?  I'm sure all the boosters will be more deadly, right?  To make sure that one two punch is good and in

there?   I can't even bear to speak that way.  It's so horrible. I have come to realize that a lot of the young adult population aren't

getting boosters - is that because they're not offered?  Wondering.   Good Hands - we're all just walking each other home ... and

some have gone faster - and some will get there faster.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“It's easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled.”― Mark Twain
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People will not put two and two together that the jab is making them ill and diseased, unless their god government tells them that.

 It will never happen.  Ignorance is bliss.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lovestosing, I work on a college campus, and it seems that ALL of the students are getting the booster. They get it and then they're

out for a week feeling totally kattened. Academia is completely captured and brainwashed. But there are some in their 20s and 30s

that are saying no. I do think that having Arsthand experience with a vax reaction helps some of them see the light, but not all. It's a

tough crowd to crack.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good_Hands, we are all pushing in the same direction when it comes to emotions, feelings, and creating change.  As Leonard

Cohen (RIP) said "there is a crack in everything, that's how the light gets in".  We are making that happen and as we climb the hill of

hope will see bigger cracks and brighter lights as the future unfolds.
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bitbytick
Joined On 2/22/2012 5:59:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What an incredibly important point.  I don't know that there's ever been such a stark division in our generation as this vaccine is

causing.  The way it's set up by governments , you can really only land in one of two places, saying yes, or no, to a vaccine which

half the population believes to be life saving and the other half life destroying.   And those who are opposite of us in believing this

vaccine to be good; well  many of them are just as passionate and concerned as we are about safety, saving lives, what's good for

mankind, etc.  I know from experience guarding my own heart in all this is proving to be more challenging than guarding my own

health.  This is the most mentally consuming worldwide issue I've ever dealt with.  The issue of the vaccine more so than Covid

itself.

Of course, true critical thinking allows for many more places to fall.  Unfortunately that's been publicly taken away.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had lunch today with an old friend that has the jab.  I talked about the problems with pAzer and the rest of the jabbing gang.  Didn't want

to hear it.  Gave me Ave minutes and cut me off.  I am at a loss as to what I can do to get the jab story out when it comes to my close

friends.  Most have abandoned ship.  Or closer to what has happened they have thrown me overboard.  I swim safely to shore and live my

life.  www.youtube.com/watch
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Knights in White satin, Otis - the same song  by the Moodies moving into the realm of eternity - I tried to talk vaccination to

someone the other day - was rebuffed  on the grounds that I was being "BORING" - unlike the trash  on TV which is always exciting

and stimulating - "Knights in White satin"
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i was just asking when will the other shoe drop or did these people receive saline?  The people who had no reaction think we're

nuts.  They've been brainwashed not to see the connections to the devastation - and now they've been brainwashed not to even

think about the VAERS data, when in truth, it's captured so much less of the adverse events than we can even imagine.   Isn't it so

weird that they're trying to force us - that people look at us differently, and that they can't see it's not working... Fauci has it down -

Only say it's safe and effective, that's what he did while killing 35+ million with AIDS... right?  He's got this down, he's not worried.

 Grrrr
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Otis101, Stanley and lovestosing6. It is logic that vaccinated people don't want to listen anymore, because they can't undo the

vaccination. Also there are so many opinions, who should they believe?  But maybe they are open to this research from PAzer,

because it got vital information for them.   Researchers from PAzer looked at 1.2 million people in the U.S. who had received both

doses of the company's mRNA vaccine for COVID-19 between December 2020 and July 2021.  The risk of breakthrough infections

in fully vaccinated people is not completely eliminated,” lead author Manuela Di Fusco said.  Of the cohort, 17.7 per cent were

identiAed as immunocompromised. Some of the immunocompromising conditions in the cohort included solid tumours, kidney

disease, inkammatory diseases, organ transplants and HIV/AIDS.  

However, immunocompromised participants accounted for 38.2 per cent of all breakthrough infections, 59.7 per cent of all

hospitalizations and 100 per cent of all deaths.  Proportionally, the risk of breakthrough infections was three times higher among

immunocompromised individuals.   www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/breakthrough-covid-19-infections-mor..   It seems to me

that no matter you are vaccinated or not, being immunocompromised is a big problem.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete - your description of "immuno-compromised" parallels that of co-morbidities / or just plain and simply SICK - it is a truism

that being SICK is not conducive to healthy outcomes
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you OTIS for sending us the pain you feel because your friends will suffer in their own kesh the deception they are suffering.

In Spain, the media only talk about the damage caused by the "ku" in Wuhan, and very little about the damage from the terrible

genetic weapons. Lately in Europe there is only talk of changing the laws so that "vaccines" are mandatory and of immunity

passports. All this despite the fact that the situation is much better than last year.

Perhaps the only way to act with friends who are vaccinated is to listen to them and refute all their arguments with humility but

with knowledge of the situation. The French philosopher, La Rochefoucauld said “The reason why rivers and seas receive the

homage of a hundred mountain streams is that they remain below them. Thus they are able to reign over all the mountain streams.

In the same way, the wise man who wishes to be above men places himself below them, the one who wants to be in front of them

places himself behind. In this way, although his place is above men, they do not feel his weight; even if their place is in front of

them, they do not take it as an insult ”.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The victim who submits never wants to hear any truths. Truths cut too deep.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis, I share your pain. A close friend who in whatever used to pass as normal for us all, used to be somewhat of a critical thinker

who generally bent to the experts having been trained by the system for the system. Who would none the less if one stuck with him

would eventually get the aha moment. So many topics over the years but the Covid manure stables have buried his mind, so far.

Madder than hell & has shut out anything unless it comes from Fraudci/Gates and all. I can only hope if & when his eyes clear he

isn't seeing the truth because of personal Jab devastation. Unfortunately, I'm not optimistic.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Otis, you are right. It does no good to work with friends and family, and may only backAre and cause rifts. I think we need to work

with strategic cross sectors as posted before. We do have to be very strategic about this. And also if we try to convince them

verbally, it may not work. Show them footage instead. Footage will wrench their gut and appeal to the reptilian brain. That is the

government's own strategy, isn't it true? They capitalize on fear---emotions, not logic or facts----to hijack the brain and to motivate

action...exactly as they want it to happen. Sick manipulation game. Ugh! Disgusting.

Well we can play a similar game, but from a moral and truthful angle instead of a murderous and corrupt one. We can show video

footage that convinces people on the emotional level, since that is what they respond to and not logic or facts. Denial can be so

thick, and the way to override it is with images and pictures. There is hope! Respiratory therapist re many meds needed to sustain

his own life post-vaccine, cautions the public blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/12/01/_1820_stand-your..  

Hospital nurses say this is a pandemic of the VACCINATED who are showing up in droves to the ER, and NOT the unvaccinated!

This Alm is a doozy! Warning, horriAc images of real life patients in the ICU with horrible cancers all over one person's body and

many other shell shocking images/ facts. Congealed blood the length of an earthworm pulled out of one woman's nose with purple

skin about the color of a plum. Not for the faint of heart, but will sock 'em a POWERFUL message alright! Extensive too.

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..
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1stm8t
Joined On 9/23/2009 9:02:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know what you mean Otis101 same happened to me. I sent information, after debating with myself wether I should or not as my

sister in law MD is 100% prova$, it was an agonizing decision as I know their feelings, but I felt I really should as they are not on

any alternative media and told me when we were coming home from the US to watch CNN for info lol. Anyway I sent them

information, reports, links to studies etc. I didn't hear for about a month. Then I got an email to tell me they had the shots, they felt

so relieved etc and that they wanted me to cease and desist any correspondence concerning the shots. it is really too bad they

most likely didn't even read the info about infertility with regards to the shots. Their adult children 2 of them recently married all

got both shots. I did what I felt I needed to do, but I cannot take responsibility or anything about their decisions. They are as are

their kids adults and they can check just like I do.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't discuss it with anyone who already has taken the experimental shot.  Denial is beneAcial for them I think, because if they

were to face the potential harms squarely, they wouldn't have another moment's peace ever.  Their train has already left the station,

and they can't jump off.  The only way they will see maybe is if they suffer an adverse effect and realize the connection, or if it

happens to someone close.  Other than that, they will be heavily invested in believing the thing is safe.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Saw them at the Garden in Ny early 70's...always one of my favorites..thank you!
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As many on this thread have noted, it is the denial of the formerly astute and discerning that makes all of this so tough to swallow.

Mirandola, you may well be right that sharing jarring footage may be the only way to get the message to take hold, and preferably

before (as others have noted) they experience the adverse reactions for themselves.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I posted this comment before going to bed.  It's morning and I just want to thank everyone for your comments.  I live my life living

in the now/moment and this now moment I am feeling sad.  It can be easy to live in beautiful memories of times no more. And I

miss my friends and knowing their possible fates makes me sad.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis, it is heart breaking, VAERS tells us what can and likely will  happen. But we can only help  those with ears to  hear  and eyes to

 see. The link to  Moody Blues is so applicable  and yes, it made me cry. We are  losing  our humanity. - Or rather it  is being  stolen

from us.  Stay STRONG Otis. Peace and Love ~ Ringo (and Cindy)
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Otis. People who have been jabbed can't face the truth, even if they are having adverse reactions. One friend said it to me

quite succinctly. "No, I won't read it; I've had the vaccine." Even those who held out and said they would not, then succumbed due to

family pressure, no longer want to hear it; they are too busy going to concerts and plays and, I guess, think they've "moved on" with

their lives. The whole society, friends et al, are in for big surprises. As for me, I'll never take the jab. I'm not even sure I'd take a

blood transfusion. ~Laura xooxoxoxo
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete - thank you and thanks for the link.   Yes - immune compromised is a problem.  Which makes sense. And the side affects for

young people - old people - all people - from the actual vaccine - I wonder when they’re going to dig into that?  Ya know?   I think it

was Dr Bartlet out of Texas who explained his cancer patients are also Ane.   Because they were treated with the correct therapies.

   I still think if we would drop this charade and use the correct therapies, we’d be so much further along!
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had a bit of a different experience a short while back, Otis, in regard to the jab. I was working in my yard when a Florist delivery

person, a young man perhaps about 20 years old approached the house with a delivery. I was about 50 or so feet away and just

motioned to him to place the delivery on the porch. As he did, I for whatever reason, decided to walk over and say hello. After a few

words, it became apparent that he wanted to linger and talk, seemingly having something on his mind. Finally, he said that he was

confused about the Covid "vaccine," and not certain whether he should submit to it or not. He was obviously seeking advice. He

was also considering joining a military reserve group where the jab was mandatory.  

I informed him that the so-called vaccine was actually a bio-weapon designed to control and reduce the world's population,

starting with the elderly and inArm, and enrich big pharma and all those who do it bidding, including government agencies and the

mainstream media. He, surprisingly, hinted that that was his concern, and we continued our conversation for perhaps 15 minutes.

When he rather reluctantly left,  I had a feeling of satisfaction that I had perhaps done my good deed for the day. From all

indications, he had decided not to get the jab.
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can tell him you had the jab without lying. I would say yes I had the jab. He thinks you are referring to the Covid jab but you are

referring to the polio jab 60 or so years ago. Just stretching the truth a little.
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Dr Mercola’s  recent article reviewing the conditions leading up to mass acceptance of lies and rejection of truth, as explained by

Professor Desmet of Ghent University has been reproduced on various sites and rekects the only feasible explanation for the

experiences being described here:  “The reason people buy into the narrative is because it leads to a new social bond….. Science,

logic and correctness have nothing to do with it. …they switch from the very painful condition of social isolation to the opposite

state of maximal connectedness that exists in a crowd or a mass. That in and of itself leads up to a sort of mental intoxication,

which is the real reason people stick to the narrative…even if, as we said, it is utterly wrong, and even if they lose everything that is

important to them personally.”

These losses can include their mental and physical health, their homes, livelihoods and material well-being. None of it matters

when you’re under the hypnotic spell of mass formation.” And this, Desmet says, is one of the most problematic aspects of this

psychological phenomenon. They become self-destructive through their myopic focus. “The masses have never thirsted after

truth. They turn aside from evidence that is not to their taste, preferring to deify error, if error seduce them. Whoever can supply

them with illusions is easily their master; whoever attempts to destroy their illusions is always their victim.” A key example was the

Nazi regime. Desmet points out that while we typically think of dictatorships arising from the use of brute force and fear, the Nazi

regime — and the leadership we’re faced with right now — came into power on the back of this deep psychological phenomenon

known as mass formation.  jamesfetzer.org/2021/11/dr-joseph-mercola-the-phenomenon-of-mass-forma..
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Otis, we feel with you. Many of us have sad moments right now. It is not an ordinary time and please know you are just very far

from alone! I too, worry for loved ones now like never before. But as you say, let's stay in the moment, if right now they are doing

okay then let's stay with that. Oh  yes, we all know that autoimmunity can be "Silent" for a long time before expressing symptoms.

We all "Get it". That said, we can also keep in mind that some peoples' bodies may handle the vaccine differently than others'. Let

us console ourselves with that.

For the rest, I am sorry to say I do think we need to prepare to release some people to the light. Let us always remember that the

Light is a place of love, peace and life review. I knew someone who crossed over the threshhold but miraculously came back to life.

She had not believed in the afterlife fyi. WHen out of her body, she reported: "I felt perfect love, I felt perfect peace". God bless. We

are all in this together, hand in hand, and nobody is ever alone. :-) Peace and light.
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No one is (foolishly) concerned about the potential long term adverse effects of the shots.  The same playbook is used in the

justiAcation of the heavy metal to in "gadolinium" used in MRI contrasts.  It is a forever retained toxin, with no known antidote.
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Thanks for all the comments.  Some supportive comments and understanding for us all.
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No surprises here! I hope no one else was shocked. You now have Big Pharma controlling every aspect of FDA, CDC, and NIH. They all

collaborate with the USDA to promote their Type-2-Diabetes-Food-Pyramid. It starts there in 5th Grade Health Science class where they

indoctrinate Elementary School Students with the Food Pyramid's KRAPP food! Then they go and eat what equates to a TV-Dinner straight

from Sysco. Meanwhile, Japan's new daily Covid-19 infections have dropped to below 100 per day. That's down from 26,000/day 3

months ago! Three months ago they abandoned the USA sponsored mRNA jabs for Ivermectin and their daily new infections dropped

immediately! Their "Active Cases" dropped from 250,000 in Aug 28th, 2021 down to 865 as of Dec 1st, 2021.
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John D. Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie could be cheering Pharma on from their graves, yes? Japan is setting an excellent

example of how to "overcome" not by waging war with drugs but by neutralizing the virus in the covid-recovered.  Meanwhile,

Germany has decided to lock down the unvaxxed, announcing this about 2 hrs ago, with no proof or evidence that the unvaxxed are

the issue! Amazing how the Pharma - pressure is being misapplied and will only make matters worse this winter, with even greater

chances of indoor breakthough cases between the vaxxed. Waiting to see this play out...

This entire Pharma-driven concept of the vaccn for a respiratory illness is a losing proposition, clearly this is extending the time

the virus is hanging around, causing more pain and economic hardship. They could be sued for prolonging the delay in economic

recovery with their push for a shot in every arm. That may be about equal to their proAts. Even if "individual" lawsuits are not

allowed, these agent of death can still be sued for providing Russian Roulette by syringe. This could be behind their reasoning for

lack of ingredient transparency, (including several others I can think of.)
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Good point about the Fraudulent USDA Food Pyramid. After I read Marian Nestle's book, "Food Politics", I was dumbfounded. I've

been preaching the WRONG information about nutrition for 20 years! Dieticians, AKA RD's are the WORST, since they are funded by

many of the food and beverage companies that are causing all our problems! That's why they always say, "Any food can be part of

a healthy diet". BS!! As a Board CertiAed Health Educator and Nutritional Consultant, I have YET to see any jobs regarding nutrition

that doesn't require a "RD" certiAcation! No wonder everyone is so sick!!!!!
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What do you do when you get your hand caught in the cookie jar? Anything taking 55 years is enough to make sure everyone concerned is

dead among adults 21 years old or older. God has no such worries about 55 years or a thousand years. But these godless people think

that saves them from judgment. There are exceptions. Some people indeed live past 100 years of age. One in a million? I think we need to

lynch them over the 55 years exemption from public exposure. I am however comforted. Because if two people know a secret. It is no

longer a secret. Because one of them will come forward and expose the other secret holder. That is human nature.
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Of course, Lordbasil, but also many damages and deaths can never be proven because they act over time and not with pathologies

and immediate deaths after the "vaccines". The evidence is showing that we are facing a pandemic of vaccinated people that All

hospitals because between ADE and the weakness of the immune system caused by vaccines, people die. Time will increase the

cases of immunodeAciency, associated with cancer that is already increasing. It is not the Covid, it is the vaccines and previous

pathologies the result of dietary patterns of the FDA in tune with the junk food agri-food industries that cause obesity and

associated diseases.

The fact that booster shots are now required every 6 months is a clear recognition that booster shots stop working within a few

months. The real answer behind the booster repeat is that covid vaccines destroy the immune system and leave people absolutely

helpless to generate an immune response against pathogens. A person injected with mRNA gene therapy will also have

compromised immunity against common strains of the ku. In essence, they have become vaccine-induced "AIDS" patients with

collapsed immunity to everything. There is the real depopulation agenda.

www.brighteon.com/02ed1877-6dc1-4b6d-8f0f-ad92b54eea19  (Dec 1, 2021)
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You bring up a good point.  I wonder what a 24/7 news watcher would say - would they even know about this 55 year sealed deal?

 I wonder.   I know what the person closest to me would say, "They need to keep injecting people and there's always liabilities - so

to keep the public from turning away from this injection, they must keep quiet.   ...that's the spin I always hear.  Then they'll bring up

measles and what happened when people stopped giving the measles shot.  Never mind that the DPT can injure and kill (and did to

our baby cousin and almost did to my daughter) ...  

I can only hope whistleblowers will come forward!  I thought William Thompson's Andings would blow the doors open, I thought the

same with IBD specialist Dr. WakeAeld.  These people weren't antivax - they were informing the public - well Thompson was -

originally Dr. WakeAeld simply said, "We need more research."  IDK - the lies and deception, if it's happened to you personally and

you witness it and see the corruption and cover-up - you start asking a whole lot of questions.   I got thrown over the fence with my

daughter's reaction and had to And books on vaccine injuries - literally - because internet was only just coming on scene.
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Guillermou, stuff and nonsense! It can easily be seen that there is a pattern, however delayed, among those who are vaccinated,

where it is absent or rare in those who are unvaccinated. Autoimmune attack takes many forms, but clearly autoimmunity itself

can be tracked without any question whatsoever to these alleged "vaccines". Fauci, (google the Italian word Fucci), the Center for

Disease Out of Control, Big pHARMa, the Food AND DRUG Administration an inherent conkict of interest, Bill Gates, and

more...they all KNOW the basics of immune physiology and what creates autoimmunity.

They know that molecular mimicry is fundamental to autoimmune attack, that foreign matter attached to cells causes the same,

they know about the spike protein gouging blood vessels and the heart, they know it all! Come on. If they don''t, they are imbeciles.

If they do know, they are criminal. And they DO know such basics as are learned in the Arst day of kindergarten level medical

school! Come on. I won't listen to this ruse, there will be no way to connect it to the "vaccines",  it is an agenda and a brainwash

lacking in science and in fact. What else is new? Are we bored with this pattern already? Snore.....
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The SAME thing done with the reality of the bloody  cross Are coup de'etat in  Dallas, 22 November, 1963.  There are fewer and

fewer of us that continue to question that assassination of our LAST president.   Many of the investigators like Mark Lane and Jim

 Marrs are gone......  They will do the same with this murder.
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The FDA has so far only released 91 pages. These documents show that within the Arst 2.5 months of the PAzer shot’s rollout, PAzer

received 42,086 reports of adverse events, including 1,223 fatalities ...(I want to know how many people were vaccinated in 2.5 months.

 Is this number global?)  I'm going to assume these adverse events were pretty bad.  

Last night I spoke to the mother of the 19 year old nursing student who had the 2 shots and booster (highly recommended by the

university) - and ended up with all kinds of female and bladder growths and problems.  Prior she was completely healthy.  The devastated

woman hadn't thought to report it to VAERS.  Boy oh boy as soon as I said VAERS, the infectious disease nurse with NOTHING good to say

about what she's seeing (but was pro-vax at the beginning of all this, had covid AND got the 2 shots and now is also vaccine injured) ---

jumped right in and gave her all the information.  What a wholly validating night.  

I do so encourage hanging with like minded people through this.  We need to remember we are not alone.  In this group, about 15 women

- 3 are vacced, 1 of those 3 is injured, and the two vacced are good.  Whenever I look at the vacced people who are good, I wonder if

there's a shoe that will drop, or are there enough saline only out there (and that would make sense from the production angle to make it

seem like they're keeping up) and we know how strong placebo is - we also know many already have natural immunity.   Interesting game

they're playing.  I wonder if the one two punch with salines only comes with the booster?  Is that what harmed the nursing student?  So

many questions. Hmmm.... that's interesting.  55 years.  Very interesting number.
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Yes, Tracy, serious adverse effects of genetic weapons called "vaccines", which will surely be many more than those contemplated

by Pzifer and will be hidden from us by the FDA for 55 years. Terrible are the cases of people who are forced to be vaccinated

when they already have natural immunity. In an exclusive interview with The Defender, Amy Bolin said in order to be approved for a

double-lung transplant, her husband had to be fully vaccinated for COVID even though he’d had the virus and recovered. After his

second Modern shot of him, he developed a pulmonary embolism and heart condition and died before he could get new lungs.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bobby-amy-bolin-lung-transplant-di..  (11/29/2)

The New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) has published a new study that admits that natural recovery from the Wuhan

coronavirus (Covid-19), that is, without "vaccines" involved, is the best way to build permanent immunity and avoid the reinfection.

Those who survive "covid" with such natural immunity have a minimal risk of getting sick a second time and are especially

resistant to severe symptoms. Those who get reinfected were found to be up to 90 percent less likely to require hospitalization or

die  This means that natural immunity is the true inoculation that really works without causing deadly side effects. The best way to

"get vaccinated" against covid is to simply live your life and do what you can to support your body's natural immunity, and nature

will take care of the rest. justthenews.com/politics-policy/coronavirus/covid-survivors-natural-im..  (Nov 27, 202)
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Thank you Gui - this sure makes my heart want to break.  And does his wife have any recourse?  Nope - under EUA, no one has to

make restitution.   So they can demand it in exchange for a life saving procedure, but if it kills you, oh well.  Probably wasn't the

shot - is what they'll say.   Dr. McCullough's videos should be studied by every cariologist out there right now who has questions.

 Because this Arst die off is so extreme with heart attack events.  The infectious disease nurse was talking about it extensively at

the hospital where she works.  They've not seen anything like it.  

The other nurse was talking about how many still borns there are - she's never seen it like this either. But the shot is SAFE AND

EFFECTIVE - that's all we need to know while we wait 55 years for the truth to come out.   What about the whole Kennedy thing -

when does that come out? And 9/11 - building 7, why would anyone believe the explanation they gave? In other news - our cousin's

daughter had to climb out a window at her school in Oxford, MI.  Her best friend's little sister was one of the victims in the school

shooting.  

I think we have to really take heed, as parents, to make sure our guns aren't left where minors can get to them.  I don't know what

triggered that 15 yo, but the devastation and brokenness I am witnessing close up is heartbreaking.  Talking about it last night - if

they want to implement gun control on Americans - one lady said, 'Then they'll have to take away cars too - the guy who ran over

those people in the parade, that weapon also took out lives.   Well, we could probably argue the covid vaccine has taken more lives

than these as well. When looking into mass killings and the number of participants who are on pharmaceutical medications, I think

to myself, why don't we research deeper into that?   I wonder what happens if the jab ingredients make it through the blood/brain

barrier.
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Hey Tracy,I'll  catch up with you on the Proton - but  KNOW  you are doing Gods work. We must help those with ears to hear, have

open hearts, and eyes to see. God Bless.
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I will state that: we are allowing Nazisim to raise its nefarious acts of genocide yet again! Speak up and call this for what it is: a new wave

of nazi dictatorship made and enforced by the US. Are we going to continue to watch tv?
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Yes, this is Nazism but remember where the scientists for Big Pharma came from? They were granted safe passage. Also, I saw

yesterday a post about calls for books, real books, to be banned. Remind you of anything? Stand up for free speech.
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the scourge of the TV - what the Zombie Ands overwhelming is a world WITHOUT TV - TV is the medium the Big Brother uses to

channel brain signals into the Zombie lack of mind - without these signals the Zombie mind will collapse - this is a scenario that

awaits the Coming Apocalypse
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Some people manage to defeat genocide and ultimately save their lives thanks to good treatment. An elderly patient with

COVID-19 recovered after a court order allowed him to be treated with ivermectin, despite objections from the hospital where he

was staying, according to the family's attorney. After an Illinois hospital insisted on administering an expensive remdesivir to the

patient and the treatment failed, his life was saved after a court ordered that an outside physician be allowed to use the cheap

ivermectin to treat him, despite the strong objections from the hospital.

www.theepochtimes.com/dying-covid-19-patient-recovers-after-court-orde..  (December 1, 2021)
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The problem with calling it Nazism is that this will regrettably invite ridicule and discrediting of our very legitimate cause. Careful

with invocations and slogans, use them wisely and strategically.
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One of the news outlets, don't remember which one, brought an elderly Jewish man on the show who had been interned in one of

the Nazi camps.  The anchor apologized to the man for those who are comparing the vaccine mandates to the atrocities that

happened to the Jews.  The Jewish man said it is 'disgusting' that such a comparison is being made.  He obviously doesn't

understand human biology, so I don't hold that against him, but I do see the politics involved in using him as a pawn, to minimize

what is happening to us, and shame us for the comparison.
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The United States made its Faustian bargain and signed its name in blood, with Operation  Paperclip .. Now the devil wants his end

of the bargain - do a duck duck search on a "Dr." Gottlieb....  My father and his crew kew with the 8th Army Airforce in England to

crush this - I am so glad dad is not hear to see this. All of the crews, and soldiers who  died on beaches - Aelds - and towns, and

froze to death at 35,000 feet - all  of the brave RAF pilots who took on the sweinhund Goerings Luftwaffe......   - to stop this - are

now all gone as  well..... The "Nasties" bided their time - the reich was not crushed, the German people lost the war - the "nasties"

just used Paper Clip and the Rat Line - to set up camp here.  And people today are too  ignorant,  ill informed and dumbed down  to

see it.
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Just Anished Dr Richard M. Flemings and RF KENNEDY JR, Book. People need to educate themselves I remember attending a summit in

2006 Bill Gates said We have to depopulate the world... and we will do it with Vaccines! My friend turned to me and said, "Did you hear

what he just said" DEPOPULATE THE WORLD WITH VACCINES
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Likely quite true and all evidence scrubbed like when Googlemail openend upband read milliion of emails crossing their servers.

 Why are they Killing us? worldyturnings.blog/blog
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For anyone here who lives in Wisconsin, USA, there is a public hearing on December 15th at 10 AM at the capital building in Madison for

three Covid vaccine protective bills.  If you are not able to attend you can email your testimony and support of these bills.

img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/bb1e0437-9b1d-4ffc-a72e-270dba6f7a3a/download..
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otis 101 and Good_Hands,  I’ve really been appreciating your posts, and 1stm8t and others, thank you too for sharing.  I found myself

musing to a friend yesterday that the degree to which these friends and family cancel-culture us is the degree to which they are actually

uncertain.  If someone is truly certain of their point of view, they may be more willing to entertain an opposing view, right?  In fact one

genuinely wants to, because it often serves to strengthen one’s position - imagining a debate situation.  

To truly learn to debate you practice by taking on the other point of view.  Doesn’t that also intuitively resonate with that idea that if we are

conAdent in our position, we are in a strong position to see the other point of view.  So, these friends and family of ours are not in a

conAdent place, and of course we know that it is due to fear; and none of this is at the conscious level.  This may make them become all

the more Aerce and even lash out.  Sadly the image of child having a tantrum comes to mind.  They are full of frustration not just because

they aren't getting their way, but partly because they are confused and hence not conAdent.  

Like the psychologist interviewed recently by Fuellmich explained www.bitchute.com/.../jE166WMlXgAs  —   the not facing reality is

similar to that of abuse victims, they just aren’t able to access their neocortex.  Her perspective is that for them to break through from

their denial, they need to have a strong emotional experience. So I would add that Mirandola’s perspective to share vivid images with

people Ats right with this psychologist’s perspective.  So personally I think that this strategy would be useful for people considering giving

this injection to their children.  As to those in our lives who have already taken it…
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...I sense that information that they may have harmed themselves or that they have been duped is not going to go anywhere right

now.  They are in a weak vibrational state right now, physically, mentally and spiritually.  Perhaps we might focus on sharing

information that explains the behind the scenes dark forces at play, which may perhaps allows folks to be more objective or

reasoned.  Important to let people save face. Meanwhile, somewhere deep down in folks the seeds we’re planting are germinating.

One of reasons why natural health is “real” health is that it is pro - good health rather than Anding what’s wrong, as everyone here

knows.  This is where I And my truth, and will continue to stand behind this with others when the opportunity arises.  There is a lot

of power in being “for” something, less effective to be “anti” something.   Not saying put our heads in the sand, but to not give our

precious energy to the negative stuff.  Encouragement and suggestion for anyone that wishes to: take a moment every day to

create and focus our mental energy on an image of health freedom, overall freedom, health for all, and on a vibration of casting

light on these dark forces; picture it and feel a real sense of peace, while pumping a feeling of gratitude into your visualization as

though it has already taken place.  Fake it till you make it!
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I’d like to add an appeal that we all be gentle within this community on the topic of people choosing to get the shot.  I am

referencing previous comments, not those on today’s article (Dec 2nd, 2021).  I understand why some are terribly upset about this.

 But not everyone took the shot due to not facing the information.  Some who have chosen this are very conscious and were even

armed with info from Dr M.  Whatever their reasoning for taking it, they are victims.  I have family in one of the highly tyrannical

nations abroad who took it in order to be able to try and escape the tyranny and return to the US.  This person is a contributor here.

 We don’t need to ostracize these people, they need to feel welcome here, plus we need them with us toward the cause.  Let’s work

together with compassion for victims.  We need to focus on things we CAN do, not lament the past.  Redirect your energy toward

solutions going forward.
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artist.jill, you provide an interesting perspective, that sound personal resolve and close-mindedness are inversely proportional.

True, that. One who is comfortable with one's truth needs not shout about it, while one who is uncertain shouts because they NEED

to be right else their uncertainty becomes solidiAed. Reminds me of a story from the Orient. A Buddhist monk had been studying

with a master for a number of years, and he had come at last to understand that a calm and centered mind cannot be bandied

about by the four winds, and he mentioned this to his master who proclaimed that he was truly enlightened and, hence, was ready

to return to village life. The monk thanked his master and then made the long journey down the river to resume his life in the

village.

After some time, the monk sent a letter to his old master detailing the wonders of life in the village. Weeks later the letter was

returned to him, and in the corner of the letter the master had written "fart fart." The monk spent several days pondering this but

could not come to understand it, so he made the long journey back up the river to ask his master what he had meant by it. His

master chuckled and said, "You claimed that you were no longer bandied about by the four winds, and yet two little farts blew you

all the way up the river to see me." The meaning? If I am Arm and conAdent in my resolve, then I should be able to smile in the face

of whatever others claim me to be. Thank you for reminding me of this.
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Good_Hands - you are very kind to reply.  I’ve admired and beneAtted by your posts (as well as so many others here).  You have a

wonderful perspective.  Your reaction and responses to this atrocity that you shared are very understandable, and I’m sure they are

understood and shared by all of us.  You deserve much credit for paying attention to your thoughts, and for leading and reminding

us to do the same.  I certainly would include myself along with you as among those who are "trying on" various views to protect

ourselves from hurt.  

We are experiencing a time of trauma.  That others in our lives don’t realize it yet puts it in the realm of tragedy.  Good_Hands, this

is superb: "sound personal resolve and close-mindedness are inversely proportional.”  You’ve put it far better than I possibly could,

many thanks!  And a gem of a story!  Keep ‘em coming!  Thank you for reminder to practice detachment on our path.   And for the

very concept of "resolve".  And.... it would seem humor helps with the process of enlightenment!  Lightness!  &  Light!  to you!
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el-graf
Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And in 55 years, they'll ask for another 55 years.  Remember the Warren Commission?  In other words, wait till we're all dead and buried

and then you can release all the info on our crimes.  Boy, it really takes chutzpah.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And they will keep saying "you will be free IF" which is not freedom, but is slavery.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES! It is EXACTLY like the Warren Commission and the President Kennedy Assassination Records Review Board (ARRB) - They are

STILL redacting large sections under FOIA requests. The lies are STILL being hidden.  Most of the prime investigators have now

 passed on such as Mark Lane, Jim Marrs,   Col. Fletcher Prouty, Jim Garrison ( was the DA of New Orleans) - and they will do

EXACTLY the same  with this.  They did it with Nine-Eleven too.  They hide their crimes waiting for people to die.  They are

cockroaches,  they scatter in the light.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is the way to kill this BS.  Focus here: "each page must be reviewed and sensitive information redacted". There IS no sensitive

information as soon as PAzer used public taxpayer money to develop the drug. Screw patents and "proprietary information".  EOS.
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dav5185
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:29:58 AM
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I would like to see PHMPT request an injunction against all vax mandates until a month after they receive the last of the pages from FDA.
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Elle1000
Joined On 12/2/2021 9:22:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone here MUST view this video and share widely.  It was documented by Dr. Andreas Noack in late November, an Austrian medical

doctor, chemist and scientist. It took time to subtitled and release it on BitChute for English speakers. He supports, in part, the Spanish

Study exposing graphene oxide but goes much further. The video went viral in the EU and Austria within 24-hours of its release. Doctor

Noack was murdered in no less time. He was that much of a threat.

Why? He discovered the exact answer as to why the 'vaccine' is a kill shot. He states that he is likely the only scientist in the world

working in the speciAc, multiple disciplines he used to uncover the truth about the so-called 'vaccine'. His pregnant partner closes the

documentary with a message. Please watch it to the end. He reaches the summit of his presentation by making deAnitive statements that

should be heard. Dr. Noack gave his life to provide the public with this information.  PLEASE SHARE WIDELY.

 www.bitchute.com/.../Ervbi96YgrzG
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM
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More people have died from the jab than the Virus has killed. The data shows the illness and death rate is extensive. Its unheard of to ask

for 55 years to release Vax data which is meant to coverup side effects and death data from the public.
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM
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Have you seen this?!? forbiddenknowledgetv.net/murder-just-hours-after-publishing-the-secret..
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Oh man!  That was a pretty big discovery - and did they shut him down quick.  What he discovered answers so many questions!  We

need scientists on this right now.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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Just one more alternative holistic/doctors' deaths that could be added to the many others on Erin's list:

docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cmo-q6nPBKe08_sWLie8i-XhSmWxTFDi-HiN2m..
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GreekPrincess77
Joined On 4/22/2012 6:08:27 PM
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That was a great video thank you for sharing. What he stated made perfect sense why it is affecting athletes at alarming rates.

Brilliant scientist. They did the same to Dr. Gonzalez and many others. Pharma maAa, we need to shut down anything/anyone that

questions.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Interesting short read...kinda makes ya think  eh  Goy??? Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx, ‘La Revue de Paris’, p.574, June 1, 1928. Quote:

“The Jewish people as a whole will become its own Messiah. It will attain world dominion by the dissolution of other races, by the

abolition of frontiers, the annihilation of monarchy and by the establishment of a world republic in which the Jews will everywhere

exercise the privilege of citizenship. In this New World Order the children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without encountering

opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the world republic will fall without diRculty into the hands of the Jews. It

will then be possible for the Jewish rulers to abolish private property and everywhere to make use of the resources of the state. Thus will

the promise of the Talmud be fulAlled, in which is said that when the Messianic time comes, the Jews will have all the property of the

whole world in their hands.”
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Written almost a century ago.....really makes ya wonder   Even Henry Ford was into this ...>>   Henry Ford wrote an important series

of books in the 1920’s exposing the Jews called “The International Jew”.  

 www.magtudin.org/Henry_Ford_The_International_Jew.pdf  This is an interesting read.... and very indepth,,,  >>>>>  

strangerinajewishworld.com
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psychoticthumper
Joined On 10/1/2010 8:50:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The need to be prosecuted for MASS MURDER! And CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY! The FDA & CDC have lost ALL CREDIBILITY and will

NEVER REGAIN IT. These evil monsters need the noose! And now they want to do this to our children. NO!
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even just this initial documentation reveals that PAzer broke multiple parts of the Nuremberg Code for medical device trials, so

emergency use should never have been allowed by the FDA, and PAzer should have been prosecuted for not stopping the trials before so

many were injured and died! The FDA leadership should be thrown in jail, replaced by honest and compassionate competent people, to

clean up and focus it's role on honest practice, with plenty of research/analysis contracted out in-duplicate, to make bias/corruption

harder and easier to spot, like with double-blind testing.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Enjoy your new world order. Inside Australia's Covid internment camp www.youtube.com/watch
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now why I wonder would they do this? Hmmmmmmmm...I am really going to have to work at noodling this one through.
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM
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🤣

 LOL  -- Almost dropped my phone laughing!  Thanks for this!!
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GreekPrincess77
Joined On 4/22/2012 6:08:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We can all be sure in 55 years the vaccinated won’t be alive. That’s why the unvaccinated need to hold the line we can expose just how

dangerous these shots are. We have faith 

🙏

and god. Just resist a little. We are winning that is why the push is so hard… there running

out of time. Information about this scam is coming out daily.
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DebraC043
Joined On 1/25/2019 7:47:03 PM
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I am an "anti-vaxer" and I will remain that for the rest of my life! ! I believe I have posted this here, once before, BUT! My husband coerced

me into taking a covid shot, as he wants to be able to travel by air, and it was looking like you would be REQUIRED, to have "the jab" to do

that. The Arst PAzer shot, basically blew me away, meaning that I don't remember the next 4 or 5 days! ! ! And then? ? ? I got the covid,

along with a body wide rash that itched like heck! I am STILL, today, Dec. 2nd, dealing with the remainder of the rash on my lower legs and

ankles, and not able to put any shoes on! ! ! I told him, now wait a minute dear, and I used that term loosely, "If you think I am going

through that again for that 2nd jab, you will have a few more thoughts coming! ! !
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM
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Otis101, it really is ba�ing how people won't listen to reason. I'm experiencing that phenomenon, too. I have never seen such a depth of

denial, from so many people, before. "Change is gonna Come", as Sam Cooke sang.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think I'll ask a Federal Judge if I can wait 55 years to pay my income tax.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jackaroni laughing out loud! Love your comeback. Thanks for the laugh we all need that now more than ever before!
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want 55 years to decide if this inoculation is right for me….. and I won’t ask my doctor!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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That' a good one Jack!
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There must be some horrible information in the PAzer data if the fda is requesting 55 years to divulge the information.  For God’s sake

people if this isn’t proof of an extreme red kag, stay well away.it is that simple.

💕
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

..and literally over 1200 deaths in less than three months…

😵💫
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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Another point worth making is why would it take the mighty U.S. government 55 years to review what PAzer, a private company, compiled

with its staff in such a short time?
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drgary55
Joined On 11/24/2021 12:45:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only 10 agents assigned to handle FOIA requests? How many are assigned to Vaccine propaganda?
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Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe someone should start a go fund me page to raise money for the govt to be able to rease the documents im a few weeks? The poor

things are so strapped for funds.  Funding research into  bioweapons is expensive especially when you have to keep it secret Don't All

vacencies in the VP's oRce for a few weeks and  no consulting contracts for a month and that should do it to free up the necessary funds
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r_agg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can see redacting personal information about trial participants, but that Arst 91 pages of information redacted the number of doses.

That's neither personal information nor proprietary information.This is the kind of thing investigative journalists used to love. It seems

they have gone extinct.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big Pharma pays their salary now. You can't cut off the hand that feeds you.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like the Kennedy assassinations, UFOs, 9/11, Afghanistan/Iraq/All, Russiagate, FBI 1/6 and now the Maxwell trial and so many gambits

and cover-ups in between...Concealment is King!  Read the Rockefeller 2010 script, see how the fear level is tweaked daily.  Even

Rat-Fauci/Omicron; he babbles on admitting they don't know squat yet roll-out more "regulations" for quarantine and feckless

vaxxing...and when will Phase 3 kick in?  Knowing is Pain! goldenageofgaia.com/.../an-end-to-history
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big truths, Randall, and interesting link on 2010 Rockefeller Lockstep plan. The goal of COVID is to engineer enough death and

suffering or the perception and threat of death and suffering as necessary to complete the necessary agenda items. One of the

items on the agenda is to see how well the Almmakers can control us. I think so far they must be happy with the results. COVID is

not a virus. September 11 was not about Al Qaeda terrorists. Operation Coronavirus has demonstrated how mass hypnosis can be

instilled in entire populations around the world. Many people hopelessly lost in the oRcial narrative-

New World Order controllers know that narrative is everything. Controlling information and controlling the way people interpret that

information is the absolute power to control perception. This article will take a deeper look at how the oRcial COVID narrative has

been able to induce people into a state of fear, disempowerment, compliance, obedience, and mass hypnosis, and how it continues

to do so, in a manner identical to brainwashing propaganda. of a cult.

www.globalresearch.ca/how-masses-hypnotized-covid-cult/5762017?utm_cam..  (Nov. 17, 2021)
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Gui, We can all stop guessing...The game has always been; Build Pyramids, Fight Wars, Eat Garbage..Die Young....The rest is

lipstick, frosting and whaleshit!
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "land of the free"... Free to wear a mask. Free to be vaccinated with an unproven drug. Free to rub poisons on your hands several

times a day. Free to refuse handshakes. Free to hoard toilet paper and diamonds, but "a kiss on the hand" might be incontinental. Free to

force others, even children to wear masks and submit to drugging. Free to refuse access and services to those who refuse to submit. Free

to abuse: physically, mentally, spiritually.  Free to sell untested drugs, or buy them and give them away for "free".  ? Free to refuse abuse ?

Free to make your own decisions for self, family an community ? Free to speak, to discuss openly ? Free to publish ? Free to be free ?  And

"evidence of abuse"? Free to lock it away not just from those who are manipulated and abused, but also from any judge from the lowest to

the highest courts until we are freed by death.
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Basically to be human is the disease and to be healthy is an act of terrorism.
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The FDA wants 55 years to hide the truth. Todays fact checkers will all be dead.
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Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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They want 55 years for us to forget.
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GreekPrincess77
Joined On 4/22/2012 6:08:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why wouldn’t the FDA be dragging there feet. They knew of all the side effects that would occur prior to giving these kill shots EUA, then

when myocarditis started to be a side effect that was affecting many of the youth(they along with Centre for Disease Creation) claimed
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it’s mild… nothing mild about myocarditis. The FDA has a history of approving drugs that have severely crippled and killed thousands.

They are covering their *** because they know what this data will reveal. They knew of the dangers still gave this shot EUA and

suppressing live saving drugs like ivermectin, Hydroxychloroquine, vitamin C and D. They initially when this scam came out colluded with

Amazon to stop the selling of NAC.

I can’t remember who it was but someone on the FDA panel said they wouldn’t approve this jab if they wouldn’t give it to their own

children

😂

what a joke. Yet that wench Walensky said she has no idea what % of CDC staff are vaccinated… guess 0% wouldn’t be a good

number to give the public when in fact these agencies serve no purpose expect for creating illness, they in fact hold the dam patent on

this virus. Nature in origin my rear. I 

🙏

this judge is for public health and will refuse this request and we get the real data about how

deadly these shots are. The fact that Pharma unblinded them should be enough there… concealing the fraud that these shots are safe.

4.7 billion in Anes doesn’t in still trust that PAzer is a company with ethics that care about health.

All about money and this is just a step in the roadmap to that. Take that protection away from them and let them play on an even playing

Aeld. They won’t that is why they needed it in the Arst place. These documents will also show they should not have been given EUA

because there are far more safe/effective ways of treating the ku. The people that have taken the shots are bio weapon ticking time

bombs. Disgusting what they are doing… I’m more horriAed at parents who aren’t researching before.
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"THE HORROR, THE HORROR" - "Mr Kurtz, he dead, a penny for the old guy " - as quoted in the movie by Coppola "Apocalypse Now"

taken from Joseph Conrad's novel, Heart of Darkness
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.......AND they have a history of not approving SAFE and effective drugs like Ivermectin for secondary uses, especially if the

patents on that drug have expired.
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Thank you for your interpretation of CDC:  "Centre for Disease Creation."
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Is it at all possible that someone can And an honest Judge that will serve an order to seize the 329,000 pages of data PAzer/BioNTech

submitted to gain FDA approval for its Comirnaty COVID shot, which was licensed August 3, 2021? That we must closely stick to the rule

of law and use the full power of the law to act as our protection. It is the rule of law that was created over many centuries to protect us

from extreme actions by those that have not one jot of interest in any form of rules; that will, if applied, stop them from continuing. My

argument would be that our common civilisation absolutely stands upon the foundation of the rule of law. Not being an America citizen, I

have to ask others herein who may be able to do that. Find an honest Judge. They must exist.
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Diogenes over two thousand years ago walked around in bright daylight with a lit torch - when asked why  he did this he replied - " I

am looking for an HONEST man"
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That would be nice to And one, especially, an honest one and and a brave one. I think that there are surely honest judges here, but

honest judges here tend to be afraid of being eaten up by special interest groups. And the vast majority of attorneys only pursue

high-proAle cases that involves potentially large proAt rather than seek justice for individuals.
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This is another reason NOT to take their jab.  They give you SO MANY reasons.
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the FDA is colluding with PAzer at "playing" the public and demanding that their cat and mouse game be asccepted by the FOOLS that

constitute the Public Mind - their CONTEMPT for the rights of the victims of their program to POISON every single living human being is

in line with their policy of public exploitation and collateral damage from their Death Shot - the public submission of masochistic

punishment is the result of the continued assault on the public's notion of where their allegiance lies - the Public has aligned themselves

with their embrace of the magic of TV propaganda - this is the mental nourishment that Zombie Culture cannot exist without - the

slurping of beer and the chowing of Cheerios all takes place at the altar of the God of TV -

this is the Final Church of the compliant congregation that accepts the venom that the Snake advocates for every upper arm on the planet

- Zombies love to stand in queues and line up for the fanged venom strikes also known as the Death Shot - this is the world that is OUR

world - or should I say the realization of the deranged psyche of the Snake - inject, inject, inject - the saying used to be "you are what you

eat" but this has now become "you are what you have been injected with" - only the Zombie accepts this mode of living - this allows the

continuation of the mesmerization that TV viewing induces - Zombies love being Zombies
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Yes, Stan, many people are suffering from the "vaccine" scam as the fortunes of unscrupulous villains grow. It is the duty of

humanity to Aght against these genocidal “vaccines”. The demands and protests must continue. Lockdowns and mandates are

increasing in Europe as well as misinformation about the need for genetic vaccines spreads. They are the mandates emanating

from the Great Reset and the Davos meetings.

When a country passes to dictatorship, the media are controlled by government institutions that in turn depend on the big

monopolies, conAguring oligarchies of power and money. Politicians in a large majority corrupt, allies of an extreme technological

advance that observes us that directs us, who only look after the interests of power and proAt and the support of the monopolies

of great fortunes, are largely responsible for the dehumanization in which the world lives on all fronts of our existence.

Even some doctors and nurses are often hesitant to speak up because they work in a culture of bullying and abuse. Many doctors

and nurses have been threatened for almost two years to comply with pandemic protocols that prioritize terror and pandemonium

over faith and humanity. Many have faced persecution for their beliefs. On the link Helen Smith, a veteran nurse who is traumatized

by what she has observed and endured while working in the intensive care unit during the "pandemic.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/11/exclusive-nurse-blows-whistle-heinous..  (November 22, 2021)
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hi Gui - thank you for the reply - these testimonies from nurses who are manning the front line garrisons are all echoed of the same

refrain - that the Medical Sector has been hijacked by brigands and pirates that want to loot and destroy the Medical ethos for their

short term bounty - if you insist on killing everyone that enters a hospital the result will be an AVERSION to medical intervention - if

the only result of applying for hospital treatment is the worsening of your situation then at some point this message will come

home to roost - medicine will NEVER recover from the bad publicity - maybe the silver lining will be the end of the Rockefeller

System of conAdence trickery that their version of Modern Medicine has evolved to become - who knows?
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Well said Stan… people buy it hook line and sinker. If I mention any of this I am faced with they have been working on this vaccine

💉

 since 2010, they may have but could never prove safety and couldn’t get it to market. Now they are indicating with the omicron

variant(is an anagram for moronic) that they will need 2 boosters 

😆

because it’s so highly infectious. Oh my gosh when do people

realize being compliant never gets you out of tyranny. It just creates a domino affect where you accept anything even if it’s a false

sense of security. The mere fact that these Pharma companies are indemniAed from any liability should raise kags.

But there is deAnitely more resistance than we know. That’s why the push is so great… they need to cover up the deaths not being.

aRliated with these shots. Now even fully vaccinated people still need to be tested upon travel… why? Money that is the bottom

line. It has never been about health. Apparently the ku disappeared for 2 years and now this year it has reappeared just in time for

the ku shot. I just can’t comprehend how some people can’t see what is staring them in the face. Fear is a powerful tool… but the

best way to overcome it is shut your tv off.. get into nature with positive, forward thinking tribe.
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thank you Princess - this human disaster is beyond the capacity of language - this malfeasance is incorrigible and beyond

redemption
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Because the FDA has something to hide. We know about the dishonesty, fear mongering, fundamental rot at the very heart of our society.

I think it is so important to try to be pre-emptive both practically and spiritually and with quiet determination stand up to this bullying that

is threatening to destroy our very existence. They will not win. On another note, vis a vis Smallpox - I wondered if Iodine might help. I put

some LINKS in yesterday's main article on Smallpox.  Thank you Dr. Mercola - keep it coming. Namaste.
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Also, how many of the people who received the shot will still be alive in 55 years time? Iodine was used for smallpox . . .

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5168213
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We are living a tremendous battle, in which there are no bombs but a war against humanity. The enemy is the deep state that

wants to subject the world population to its whims. This unknown situation causes consequences at all levels: health, economic,

political, demographic, but, above all, it causes consequences at a psychological level. But we have the weapons that allow us to

Aght deception. Faced with the fear carried out by the media, possible answers can be given in human nature, depending on our

personality and our knowledge of reality.

To handle them, we would have to put a head to the sensation, identify it, become aware of what happens to us in order to

relativize it and reassure ourselves. We are in the knowledge of true science. Let's work on our self-esteem, enhancing with these

little habits that mental and physical strength that we are going to need so much for when this deception that unfortunately is

marked. due to an economic crisis where many things will be different. And we must be prepared for what is yet to come.
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Thanks everyone for being here, posting your information and thoughts.  Regarding comments about the diRculty of communicating with

people who believe whatever their doctors and "experts" tell them, I've had similar experience.  Some people have told me that their

health is their doctor's job.  I recall very few people who have told me that they've  changed because of what I've told them.  My attitude is

that's better than zero people.  Consider Dr. Mercola's work in his research, writing, posting, and publishing.  To do nothing is to perish as

a species.
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There is a post on Change.org ... "The family of Alison Parker, a beautiful and young newscaster who was shot dead on the air. YouTube is

unable or unwilling to get the content removed from its platform and the news corporation refuses to transfer copyright of the footage to

the family so they can sue YouTube/Google for infringing its copyright (one of the few causes of action the drafters did create an

immunity exception for in 1995)". YouTube refuses to take it off Grays channel. BUT heaven help ANYONE that speaks against the

government run drug cartel, C-19 Vax or Covid related topics.  We know Alaska was tossed under the bus years ago by the Governor. But,

when did we sell out the remaining 49 states to 38-North (or a copy cat regime)?
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FDA, I could redeAne that lettering; but www.brighteon.com/6779b557-d912-4ff9-8191-06e7ff6aae03
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Let the criminals face the music now,  no ways give them 55 years....What? so that those who have behaved so very abhorrently, without

conscience, without compassion, can be dead and gone. NO! Take them to trial for succumbing to both bribery (from the gates

foundation) and corruption (greed/fear). When something is corrupted, it is spoiled beyond repair and needs to be replaced by the

uncorrupted
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Being "caught red handed" in this sty is inconsequential. Compare it to the FBI's "failure" to bring Roman Polanski to justice for the

drugging, raping, sodomizing of a 13 year old child. Polanski, (blood member of the Central Bank Clan), skipped bail, was tried and

convicted in absentia to (I believe), 30 years. Yet, this mob of political prostitutes has allowed that garbage to roam FREE for +/- 50 years!

Still those traitors are dubbed "exceptional" and "Premier" in the annals of U.S. law enFARCEment... When you are a blood-member or a

"lackey" of the CBC, you are gifted with an AMAZING amount of latitude....

Hey, FDA! Merry Christ.... - Oops, don't want to raise the ire of the CBC, allow me to recant the former... Happy HOLIDAYS FDA! They "beg"

for 55 years, another branch of "lackeys" will DEMAND justice, then "our" law makers will show THEM who's boss, then give them, oh, say

30 years... and the semi-comatose public will chant- YEAH! WE SURE SHOWED THEM!!! Yeah, we ALWAYS "show them", eh? In this sty,

one spells  Central Bank Clan "Democracy",   B-O-L-S-H-E-V-I-K  C-O-M-M-U-N-I-S-M.
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Wonder if this is why they wanted the documents frozen for 55yrs…

www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-02-smoking-gun-pAzer-document-exposes-fda..
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Unbelievable! This is the way 'our' government operates. Sad.
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Why ask why? Shhhh...shut your mouth and comply!
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Dr. Bhakdi… “Everyone knows we cannot cure the common cold. A cold is a coronavirus. The same reason they can't stop the common

cold is why they can't stop COVID-19.”
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exactly Kat. Its like a dog chasing it's tail
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but it sure is proAtable isn't it
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The only problem is no one dies from the common cold but due to the gain of function engineered spike protein inserted on the

common cold corona virus, ppl are have and will die of spike protein toxicity!  WE MUST END GOF research NOW!
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Just when will REAL accountable be enforced on such obvious corruption? These players in big Pharma laugh at us all knowing they are

untouchable and set the narrative which is never stopped
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Can't sue soda pop companies cause people make their own choice to drink high fructose corn syrup....can't sue cigarette companies

cause people willingly smoke....cant sue fast food cause people willingly eat the toxic fats......can't sue big pharma cause people line up

in mall parking lots in their cars with masks on and willingly get their drive through shot......China is laughing their butts off.....and I think

Biden and Fauci and the Chinese are in this together.....
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So, if we'd fought for the whole truth to be taught & tolerated alongside puffed-up pretense land & self-obsessed

self-righteousness in order to keep people ignorant & easily merchandisable....then there might be somebody left to stand & Aght.

 Not impressed with white collar inquisition or those who allowed them to dumb down & demoralize....and both ends are sinners in

need of God's provision & salvation, and will face the same judgment by the same standard which neither can meet.  

A lot of these people screeching the loudest about their lost liberties ganged up with the powers that shouldn't be to destroy true

tolerance & Bill of Rights liberties legitimately applied, & cut people off at the knees, destroyed & saw them run out of

business......& now blame their former victims & preen as the smart victors over them, while not having anyone to Aght with & for

them.  Well, DUH. Unfortunately for the arrogant: they are the least likely to come to their senses before it's too late.  Dragon people

east can laugh with dragon people west all the want: they're still both subject to the same standard, and going to the same place

barring the acknowledgment of that fact.  The proudly humble make as much sense as the intolerant tolerant and the bullying

anti-bullying crusaders.
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No doubt Cbush!
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Gates and Fauci both have said the CCP is the perfect model.
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This Gain of Function engineered spike protein originated in Chapel Hill North Carolina.
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For anyone looking for a summary to share with family and friends, Pallazolo posted a video by Glenn Beck yesterday, summing up

Govt-Corporate partnership dealings the mainstream will not discuss. Its a comprehensive WAR against a Virus, including major players,

who is on which team, their  behind the scenes maneuvers, the disconnect between research and their front men and more. Its 2 hrs long,

in 3-parts, Weekend viewing? Here's a re-posting - https://youtu.be/91Ib5NjSZ-o   By Glenn Beck.
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Thank You Real
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Sometimes you laugh before you cry.... https://youtu.be/Czu11HmhfAY
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NormaFavian
Joined On 2/14/2021 4:50:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We appreciate you Dr Mercola for keeping us updated. I’m in Texas and a friend that works at a convenience store/truck stop just got

given an ultimatum either take the jab or take weekly rapid covid tests and wear a mask. I didn’t think that was legal to do in Texas.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/2/2021 9:01:42 AM
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

British researcher Craig Paardekooper has data that shows approximately 5% of the "vaccines" are extremely toxic and these batches

appear to be released in a controlled and regular manner.  Partaking of these jabs is quite simply playing Russian Roulette. See for

yourself: data-matter.tvwfc.co.uk/.../craigpaardekooper
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember Moderna is a cancer treatment developer of products. Create the need of mRNA medicines to treat the rise in human

illness over the next decade or more? Just sayin
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mzw1637
Joined On 4/25/2019 11:38:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mzw1637 has deleted the comment.

 

Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wrong.  The Arst effect is that they are all provably much more susceptible to Covid and all are viral diaeases like Cold and Flu.

 Microclotting causing pulmonary hypertension and ADE is not immediately visible.  It may take a while to die, maybe 3 to 5 years

for all but those with very powerful immune systems.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/2/2021 9:32:16 AM
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A Canadian friend sent me this -- a Canadian Mountie speaking out against the mandates.  Courageous guy with a heartfelt, eloquent,

moving speech. rumble.com/vpp872-former-rcmp-speaks-out-against-vaccine-mandates-corp..
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is only one action to save you from the GLOBAL RESET that is slowly taking place all over the world under the CON of viruses. It is

IDC. idcpyramids@gmail.com
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hummmm, It appears to me that this agency, I assume set up to protect the people against snake oil salesmen, is now part of the

problem. “Part of the problem or part of the solution” Now the people must ask themselves “can all this money be better spent?” Over a

lifetime of this ‘protective agency’ making questionable decision’s that wee toxic and then the top echelon leaving and going to work for

the very same snake oil salesmen, for very lucrative wages, that they made public health decision’s for. CLOSE THIS AGENCY OR AT

LEAST GAIN OVERSIGHT! Thats what seems to be missing in this corrupt new world order, oversight. In the end, it is “we the people” that

renders oversight, we are the employers correct? Lately it feels like we have been subdued by the employee. Hmmmm food for thought.
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kayasred
Joined On 1/15/2008 10:39:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fact of this matter is all involved in this Genocide Agure they will not have to face prosecution as they will be dead in 55 years    NO  ?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/2/2021 5:48:31 AM
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Finding the occasional straw of truth awash in a great ocean of confusion and bamboozle requires intelligence, vigilance, dedication and

courage, But is we don’t practice these tough habits of thought, we cannot hope to solve the truly serious problems that face us – and we

risk becoming a nation of suckers, up for grabs by the next charlatan who comes along.”   Carl Sagan “ We have choices, choose the

“Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle” perpetrated by The Powers That Be (Power Elite, Deep State, etc).  This is accomplished via their

propaganda (Edward Bernays) using corporate and social media and  their; gaslighting, gatekeepers, narrative, and algorithms.   Or -

choose the “Reality of Common Sense.”    Why would the FDA need to withhold information from the public for 55 years?  Would seem like

a bamboozle to me.  What does it seem like to you?
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geralds
Joined On 8/26/2021 10:44:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I downloaded the Ale "5.3.6 postmarketing experience.pdf " from the PHMPT.ORG website, and counted the number of "adverse effects"

listed in Appendix 1. The list is semi-colon separated, so I simply had to count the number of semi-colons. Incredibly, there are 1290

"adverse effects" associated with the PAzer jab. That's not cases, that's adverse effects: for example, "Myocarditis" is one adverse effect.

Absolutely unbelievable. The list reads like a medical dictionary.
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmm .... just like the Federal Government sealing the Kennedy assassination documents  and Biden delaying the release of certain

documents related to the Kennedy assassination due to the pandemic.  Nefarious and diabolical.  As someone else pointed out:  omicron

= moronic.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden was trying to pronounce moronic and omicron came out instead. So they decided to name it after Bidens "word salad".
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drsongman
Joined On 8/20/2009 3:04:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let's see 55 years.  By then all the evil wrongdoers will be dead.  Disgusting and disturbing.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More of the governments 'foot dragging'..all these  governments in all these counties are in this up their eyes... They are all criminals and

need to hung.....st6art with the PaedophilePope and the royal gang of pukes.....and drag them out and hand the b***&ds......no trial..just

hang em...waste  of  time with lawyer rhetoric and useless chatter.....just HANG THEM!!!!!....throw that pedo Gates and TruOdour and the

rest......hang their family too......might as well get rid of all the scum...hey.even hang the pets.......burn their houses down.....even the

whitehole....sloose her down with gas an lite it off......
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Burn them out.......sit areound babbling buillsh!t........just burn them out..........
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

cauterization is a form of puriAcation
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

55 minutes is more realistic.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch
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Westerlund
Joined On 8/4/2008 2:20:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many people are starting to wake up thanks to the efforts of Dr. Mercola, Robert Kennedy and others like Them. We must not back down

and must seek accountability or we will sacriAce many more lives and Our country as we know it. Fauci is a good place to start. Write to

your representatives and demand His resignation, an investigation, and prosecution for his crimes if found guilty. This is a start.  For

years I have read this site and enjoyed comments, new information and the expertise of most contributors. The politeness, kindness and

facts that back up differences of opinion made this my favorite way to start Each morning.  Well, this kindness has to stop! Be outspoken,

don’t back down, be confrontational. Many who have been vaccinated are terribly frightened and don’t want to know anything. But it is for

them we must be outspoken. If for no other reason, do it for the children.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

have a look  https://aanirfan.blogspot.com/
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listen to Max, we need to focus on freedom and our truth,  and  by being considerate of others .  www.bitchute.com/.../R0Xk1a2oFg0d
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This COVID sh%t is killing people. Deliberately.  They know . The ICC (International  Criminal Cabal) know this.  It is murder.  These

variants are an excuse to Murder ...YOU.  Its harvest time. Listen   www.bitchute.com/.../R0Xk1a2oFg0d
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michaeledards
Joined On 4/10/2012 8:12:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there something screwy going on with this site? For several days, when I click on a headline, I'm taken to another story. It's happening

again today. Maybe it's just my computer, but wanted to check and see if anyone else is experiencing this. I'm getting bummed out not

being able to access articles. Thanks!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Michael! Not sure if this is the issue or not, but if you click on any email or headline that's more than 48 hours old you get

redirected to the newest headline. I hope Dr. Mercola ends this soon.
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Clovis2022
Joined On 12/2/2021 12:03:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In regards to the jab can any of the injections for Covid 19 cause excessive itching?
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

some of them just go straight to heart attack, depends on your constitution.......
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jea28375
Joined On 5/24/2021 10:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Biblical deAnition of number 2076 is found on: biblehub.com/.../2076.htm   2076. zabach ▶ Strong's Concordance zabach: to

slaughter for sacriAce Original Word: ַזָבח Part of Speech: Verb Transliteration: zabach Phonetic Spelling: (zaw-bakh') DeAnition: to

slaughter for sacriAce
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Daniel 2:43 "And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not

cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay." This is what’s going on!!! The stealth attack on humanity to mix iron

(nanotechnology) with clay (human kesh). Everyone who goes along with this agenda will be eternally damned according to the Bible.

You’ve been forewarned.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We were fools to allow the global corporatists to offshore such sensitive & essential technology & production.  And the establishment of

an impossible to police or insure FDA that can't even keep up with onshore inspection & safety protocols, let alone policing lawless

nations who hate our guts and everything right, good & true which cuts into their absolute power & proAt.  Come soon, Lord Jesus, this

fake salvation b.s. & beast system is more obvious every day with their revisionism & perverse antichrist totalitarian pagan-corrupted

Christianity & Judaism in fornicating union with Islam & every cult going inquisition bodes no good for your people, your truth or this

dying world regardless of the way the Axed dialectic swings or merges of idolatrous imaginations & science falsely so-called.  Anything

goes but the whole truth & full, unshadowed & unselectively directed light.  What's left but judgment in such instances of truth-denying,

unrepentant, stiff-necked perversion?
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is some thing I don’t understand. I’m in Ontario, Canada. About 99% of the people I interact with ARE jabbed, including my 3 young

adult kids (so I’m quite sad) but ALL coworkers, hair stylists, estheticians, friends I see are, My parents, even my ex hubby and his wife,

ALL JABBED AND THEY HAVE NO adverse events and are quite Ane. Why is this? It would be statistically impossible for all of them, in

different regions of Ontario, to have been given the same batch of Vaxx that has proven not to be toxic.( I saw the data on a video posted

recently. No I don’t have the non-toxic batch numbers which is the one burning question I had after watching the video.) The fact that

everybody I know has been jabbed and none of them-absolutely none of them—has had adverse events or fatality, makes me start to think

that I am the crazy one for not being jabbed. (Lol)
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a matter of time.  Stand your ground.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

clanharwood ~  I agree with davidle.  True, a couple or more could have had the non-toxic solution, but I've known a few personally

who got the shot and seemed okay, but eventually, they were showing symptoms with health issues - a couple who very quickly

were losing their memories.  And, too, a lot depends on their own immune system IF and / or how long it may be until a health

problem shows itself. My auto mechanic knows LOTS of people and told me he wasn't getting the shot, even before 3 people he

knew had a stroke not long after their shots.  He said he couldn't believe that 3 all had the same thing happen and prior to that

didn't really have any health problems. I just know I don't want to take a chance.
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